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DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS IN Rn

homer f. walker1

Abstract. The objects to be studied are the null-spaces of

linear first-order elliptic partial differential operators with do-

main HiiR"; Ck) in L-iiR"; Ck), the first-order coefficients of which

become constant and the zero-order coefficients of which vanish

outside a compact set in Rn. An example is given of an operator of

this type which has a nontrivial null-space. It is shown that the

dimension of the null-space of such an operator is finite for any

number n of independent variables, and that this dimension is an

upper-semicontinuous function of the operator in a certain sense.

1. Introduction. As usual, let L2 (Rn; C*) denote the Hubert space

of equivalence classes of C*-valued functions on R" whose absolute

values are Lebesgue-square-integrable over Rn. LetHiiRn; Ck) denote

the Hilbert space consisting of those elements of L2(Rn; Ck) which

have (strong) first partial derivatives in L2(Rn; Ck). Denote the usual

norms on L2(7?n; Ck) and HiiR"; Ck) by || || and || ||i, respectively.

Consider a linear first-order partial differential operator

Aouix) = 2-,Ai-«W
¿_i      dxi

with domain Hi(Rn; Ck) which has constant coefficients and no zero-

order term. Suppose A 0 is elliptic in the sense that

det E Ab r¿0

for all nonzero £ in 7?". It is easily seen via Fourier transforms that the

only square-integrable solution of the equation Aou = Q is the trivial

one; in other words, the null-space N(A0) of A0 is {Oj. The objective

of this paper is to shed some light on the nature of the null-spaces of

operators obtained by allowing the coefficients of such an operator A o
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to vary in a certain way inside a ball of finite radius about the origin

inR".

2. Description of the problem and summary of results. Given a

positive R and an operator A0 of the type described above, let

E(A0, R) denote the set of linear first-order partial differential

operators A of the form

A à
Au(x) = Z At(x)-u(x) + B(x)u(x)

¿=i dXi

with domain Hi(R"; Ck), the kXk coefficient matrices of which are

such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) The matrices ^4,(x) and B(x) are continuous complex-valued

functions of x on Rn, and the functions Ai(x) have continuous first

derivatives.

(ii) The operator A is elliptic, i.e.,

det Z Ai(x)íi
¿=i

*0

for all x and all nonzero £ in Rn.

(iii) The coefficients of A are equal to the coefficients of A o for

|*| =£■
The operators in E(A0, R) are those elliptic operators obtained by

adding a "perturbing" operator to A 0 whose coefficients vanish out-

side the set {x: \x\ ^R}. The operator A0 will be referred to as the

unperturbed operator of the set E(A0, R). HA is an operator in

E(A o, R), then there exist positive constants Ci and c2 depending on A

such that the following standard elliptic estimate

||w||i Ú ci\\u\\ + c2||.4«||

holds for all u in Hx(Rn; Ch) [4]. From this estimate, it follows that

Hi(Rn; Ch) is a natural domain for such an operator in the sense that

the operator is closed on Hi(Rn; Ck) and its adjoint operator also has

domain Hi(Rn;Ck).

The objects to be studied here are the null-spaces N(A) of operators

A in E(Ao, R)- In the case of one independent variable, the equation

Au = 0 can be integrated to yield an exponential solution when A is in

E(Ao, R). Then only the trivial solution can be square-integrable in

absolute value over R1, and so this case merits no attention. When

the number of independent variables is at least two, however, there do

exist operators of the type under consideration which have non-
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trivial null-spaces. The construction of one such operator will be

carried out here. The main results to be derived in the sequel may

be summarized by saying that there are certain estimates, valid when

the number of independent variables is greater than or equal to two,

which imply that the dimension of the null-space of an operator in

EiAo, R) is finite and depends upper-semicontinuously on the

operator in a certain sense.

3. An operator with a nontrivial null-space. Consider the Cauchy-

Riemann operator

(-1    0\   d /0    1\   d
AgUixi, Xi) = I )-U(xi, Xi) + I )-Uixi, Xi)

\   0    1/ âari \1    0/ dx2

acting on functions U in 77i(7?2; C2). The function

Uoixi, Xi) =

Re
1

Im-

(#i + ix2)''

1

(Xi + ix»)*

defined for x\+x\>0 satisfies AoUoixi, x2)=0 for x\+x\>Q and,

moreover, is such that | î/0| is square-integrable over the exterior of

any disc about the origin in R2. U0 may be truncated to yield a

function in 77i(7?2; C2) which is useful for the present purposes. Let

<f>ixi, x2) be a real scalar-valued infinitely-differentiable function on

R2 which is identically equal to 1 outside the unit disc in 7?2 and

which vanishes in a neighborhood of the origin in R2. Then the

function Ui = <bUo+(l-cb)(o) is in 77i(7*2; C2) and has the following

properties:

(i) ^4oc7i(xi, x2) =0 when x\+x\^l.

(ii) | Í7i(xi, x2) | >0 for all (xi, x2).

Since, in particular, Ui does not vanish on the closed unit disc in

R2, A o can be easily modified on the disc to yield an elliptic operator

which annihilates ¿7i: Denote Ui and A0Ui by

Ui = (Ul)    and    AoUi = [  l )

\u2/ \v2/

and put

B(xi, x2) =
A'i(*i, x2)    0\ /

'■ \Vi(xu x2)    0/\-

Uiixx, X2)      M2(Xi, X2y

■UiiXi, Xi)     UiiXi, x2),
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Then the operator A defined by

AU(xi, x2) = AoU(xi, x2) + B(xi, x2)U(xi, x2)

is in E(Ao, 1) and contains the nontrivial element Ui of Hi(R2; C2)

in its null-space.

It should be remarked that the easy construction of the above

operator depends intimately on the fact that t/i does not vanish on

the closed unit disc in R2. It is absolutely necessary, then, that Ui

take on complex values inside the unit disc. Finding a nonvanishing

real-valued truncation of ¡70 inside the unit disc is impossible for

topological reasons.

4. Preparatory lemmas. Given a positive R and an unperturbed

elliptic operator

A0u(x) = Z Ai-u(x)
¿_i       dxi

on Hi(R"; Ck) with constant coefficients and no zero-order term,

consider the set

M(Ao,R) = {uEHi(Rn;Ck):Aou(x) = 0 if | x\   ^ R}.

Certainly N(A) is contained in M(A0, R) for every A in E(A0, R).

Put Ao(Q= Z"-i A&i for £ in R". The following is a fundamental

estimate for the operator A0.

Lemma 1. For n¡±2 and any positive R, there exists a positive con-

stant c for which \\u\\ ^c||.<4om|| for every u in M(AB, R). The constant c

may, in fact, be taken to be

[ max | ¿„(O"1|~| il + (2«-)-»(   f       \x\~2dx) ( f      dxX]
L |£|=i J L V^wsi /Wills«   /-

when w^3, or

\   max | ^o(Ö-l!    •   1 + (4t)-1 (   f        | x\2dxX\
L |l|-l ' J   L \^ \z\sR / J

when « = 2.

Proof. Suppose u is in M(A0, R), i.e., suppose ^4o«=/has support

in {x: \x\ úR}- Then, taking Fourier transforms, iA0(t;)û(Ç) =/(£)

and so, for nonzero £,

|w(öN l^ö-'AöNcilihlAöl'   .   ..•
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wh«reci= [max|£|_i |^40(£)_1| ]2. Then

INI* = IHN f <i|eM/(öN

= cif   ifhiAöi^+cf   um/odn
^ If la i •'lílsi

^ci\\f\\2 + c2f      IfM/Œl'«.

(Note that the remaining integral on the right-hand side will be

finite for all «^ 2, since | £| _2|/(£) |2 can be dominated by a constant

multiple of the integrable function | û(Ç) |2.)

If »£3, then

I/(Ö|   S (2*)-'« f        |/(*)|áx^(cOl/,||/||
■' lllSÄ

where c2 = (27r)_"/|I|SÄ dx; and so

ci f      |l|-2|/(Ö|2^aCic2C3||/||2
•^ lilsi

where c3 = /i{isi |£|~2d£- (Since «^3, c3 is finite.) Then

||«||2 á d||/||2 + clC2c3||/||2 = d(l + c2c3)|Mo«!|2-

Taking the square root of both sides and substituting gives the de-

sired inequality

IMI áTmax UottHl
L i*i —i J

•\l + i2r)-»(f       \x\-*dx)( f       dx\      \\Aou\\.

If w = 2, then |£|-2 is not integrable over the unit disc, and a

different approach must be taken. Since / has compact support, /

is continuously differentiable and, for i=l, 2,

dti
Kq ¡S(2*)-*f       |*.-||/(*)|d*

J \x\iR

^(2r)-1{f        \xi\Hx\
\J\x\sR /

Then for all Ç,
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I/(öl = 1/(0)1 + Ulwi/H
where c2 = (27r)_2/|xiSÄ |*|2dx.

Since /i£isi |£|~2|/(£)| 2d£ is finite and / is continuous, it must be

the case that/(0)=0. Then one has  |/(£)| á |£| (c2)1/i!||/|| and so

ci f      | Í h2|/(Ö N Ú cic2\\f\\2{ f      4 = tCiC2||/||2.
■Mils' v^iiisi   ;

Then

H2 = ci||/||2 + tCiC2||/||2 = ei(l + «2)|Mo«||2.

Taking the square root of both sides and substituting gives the de-

sired inequality

||«|| £     max|^o(Ö_1|    •   l + M-'íí        \x\2dx)      \\Aou\\.

This completes the proof.

When the independent variables are restricted to a compact set or

manifold, one of the principal tools used in investigating the null-

spaces of elliptic operators is the Rellich Compactness Theorem

[l, p. 169]. Unfortunately, this famous result cannot be directly

applied here, since the independent variables are allowed to range

over all of R". However, it can be used to prove the following lemma,

which provides a substitute adequate for the present purposes.

Lemma 2. For w = 2 and any positive R, every subset of M(A0, R)

which is bounded in Hi(R"; Ck) is relatively compact in L2(Rn; Ck).

Proof. It will suffice to show that an arbitrary sequence {um}

in M(Ao, R) which is bounded in Hi(R"; Ck) contains a subsequence

which is Cauchy in L2(Rn; Ck). Given such a sequence, let <p be a

scalar-valued infinitely-differentiable function on Rn satisfying the

following:

(i) (¡>(x) = l for |a:| git.

(ii) <t>(x)=0 for |*| =-21?.

Now

||0«m||i è const||«m||i iS const

and the functions <pum have compact support, so it follows from the

Rellich Compactness Theorem that there is a subsequence {<¿>wmj. j

which is Cauchy in Z-2(ftn; Ck). The functions (1 — (¡>)umj do not

necessarily comprise a Cauchy sequence in L2(Rn; Ck), but one does

have
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A0[il - <b)um¡] = [Aoi-Vd>)]um¡ + (1 - 4>)[A0umj] = [A 0(-Vd>)]umj

since \um¡} is a subset of MÍA o, R). It is immediately apparent, then,

that the functions A0[(1 —<b)umj] are bounded in HiiRn; Ck) and have

support in jx: |x| ^2R}, and the Rellich Compactness Theorem im-

plies that there is a subsequence {^4 o[(1 — <b)um¡k]} which is Cauchy in

L2(R"; Ck). But the functions (1 — cb)umjk and their differences are

in MiAo, 27?), and so it follows from Lemma 1 that the sequence

{(1— <b)um-k} is itself Cauchy in L2(7?"; Ck). Finally, the sequence

{umjt=4>umjk+il— <p)um¡k} is a subsequence of {um} which is Cauchy

in L2iRn; Ck), and the proof is complete.

As usual, let NiA)x denote the orthogonal complement of NiA)

in L2iRn; Ck). The following lemma is a useful generalization of

Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. Let A be an operator in EiA0, R) for some positive R.

For w^2, there exists a positive constant c for which \\u\\ ^c\\Au\\ for

every u in MiAo, R)i~\NiA)-L.

Proof. Suppose there exists no such estimate. Then there is a

sequence {um} contained in MiAo, R)r\NiA)x such that ||«m||=l

for all m and ||^4«m|| approaches zero as m grows large. Applying

the elliptic estimate for A, one obtains

||«m||l  =   Cl||«m||   + Cíll-^MmH   =   COnSt

for all m. Then by Lemma 2, the set {um} is relatively compact and

contains a subsequence \umj} which converges to an element Wo of

L2iRn; Ck). Since A is a closed operator, uQ is in 77i(7?n; Ck) and

Auo = 0. Hence, uo is in NiA). But w0 is the limit of functions

in NiA)-1, and so it must be the case that u0 = 0. However, ||m0|| =

limj_M ||«mj|| = 1. This is a contradiction, and the lemma is proved.

5. Null-spaces of operators in E(Aa, R). Let an unperturbed

elliptic operator

A0u(x) = 2^ Ai-u(x)
<=i       dxi

be given. The following theorem was proved by Lax and Phillips

[3 ] in the case of an odd number of independent variables.

Theorem I. If A is an operator in E(Aa, R) for some positive R,

then the dimension of N(A) is finite for n^2.

Proof.   A^(^4)   will   be   finite-dimensional   if   and   only   if   5
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= {uEN(A):\\u\\=l} is compact in L2(Rn; C). Since A is in

E(Ao, R), one has the elliptic estimate

lililí = ci\\u\\+c2m«n

for all u in Hi(Rn; Ck). In particular, one has for every u in 5 that

||m||i = ci. Since 5 is contained in M(A0, R), it follows from Lemma 2

that 5 is relatively compact in L2(Rn; Ck). Since A is a closed opera-

tor, 5 is a closed subset of L2(Rn; Ck). Then 5 must be compact in

L2(Rn; Ck), and the proof is complete.

Suppose A and A' are two operators in E(Ao, R). Then it follows

from the elliptic estimate for such operators and the boundedness of

the coefficients of the operator (A—A') that there exist positive

constants Ci and c2 for which

||(¿ -¿')«|[ è ci\\u\\ + c2\\Au\\

for all u in Hi(Rn; Ck). (Naturally, there is a similar estimate with

different constants having A' on the right-hand side.) The constants

Ci and c2 can be made arbitrarily small by taking the coefficients of

A' sufficiently near those of A uniformly in Rn. If one considers A'

to be "near" A if the constants Ci and c2 are "small," then this notion

of nearness determines a topology on E(A0, R). The following

theorem shows that the dimension of N(A) is an upper-semicontinu-

ous function of the operators A in E(A0, R) with this topology. (One

cannot hope to have lower-semicontinuity of the dimension of the

null-space as well. This is witnessed by the fact that the operator A

constructed in §2, which has a nontrivial null-space, is homotopic in

E(Ao, 1) to its unperturbed operator Ao- Both upper- and lower-

semicontinuity of the dimension of the null-space would, in this case,

contradict the connectedness of the interval [0,1 ].)

Theorem 2. Let A and A' be operators in E(Ao, R) for some positive

R. For »=ä2, if A' is sufficiently near A in the sense that the constants

Ci and c2 are sufficiently small in the estimate

\\(A - A')u\\ S ci\\u\\ + c2\\Au\\

for u in Hi(Rn; Ck), then the dimension of N(A') is no greater than the

dimension of N(A).

Proof. Suppose that c2 is less than 1 and that together Ci and c2

are sufficiently small that Ci/(1— c2) <c_1 where c is the constant in

the estimate of Lemma 3 for this choice of R and A. For all u in

Hi(Rn; Ck), one has
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a\\u\\ + c2\\Au\\ + \\A'u\\ ^ \\A'u\\ + \\iA - A')u\\ è ||¿«||

or

\\a'u\\ è (i - c2)|Mm|| - ci||«||.

Now (1 —c2) is positive, and so one can apply Lemma 3 to obtain, for

all u in MiAo, R)C\N(A)±,

\\A'u\\ ̂  [il - c2)c-i - ci]\\u\\ = 44

Since, by assumption, ci/(l — c2) is less than c_1, the constant c'

= [(1— c2)c~1 — Ci] is positive.

Since NiA') is a subset of MiA0, R), one can see from the estimate

|M'M||èc'||ii|| on MiAo, R)C\N(A)± that N(A')C\N(A)1- = {o}. It
follows that the dimension of NiA') is no greater than the dimension

of NiA); otherwise, there would necessarily be a nonzero element of

NiA')r\NiA)->-. This completes the proof.

Note that Theorem 2 implies, in particular, that if an operator A

in EiAo, R) is sufficiently near the unperturbed operator A0 in the

sense that the constants Ci and c2 are sufficiently small in the estimate

||(.4 — .4o)w|| ^ ci||w|| + c2||í40m||

for u in HiiR"; Ck), then NiA)= {o}. It should be remarked, how-

ever, that this result can be obtained in a decidedly superior manner:

Merely repeat the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2, sub-

stituting the constant c in the estimate of Lemma 1 for the constant

c in the estimate of Lemma 3, to obtain a positive constant c' for

which the estimate ||^4«|| ^c'||«|| holds for all u in MiAo, R). The re-

sult follows immediately, and one gains by eliminating Lemmas 2 and

3 and by using a directly calculable constant in place of a constant

which can only be asserted to exist via an indirect argument.
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